The quant.inn stoFhmtic diffcrential equation satisfied' hp'the .unitary operator U(t) = e'ic(t) with
The problem of the iinitaritp of the solutions of qiiantuin stochastic differential equations (QSDE) driven by first ordcr white noise (related to the oscillator algcbra of t,hc Heisenberg-Weyl Lie algebra) w a solved hy ILndsori and Parthasarathy i n (221 who provcd that. a unitary evolution { U ( t ) : t 2 0) defined in the tensor product of a "system" Hilhert space and a "iioise" Boson-Fock space, satisfies a QSDE of the form where €I. I,, and W are hounded system space operators, with I€ self-adjoint and W unicary. &re dA(t), dAt(t), mid dA(t) are the quantum stochastic difftxcntials of the "armihilation", "cre&ion" , and "coiiservation" processes re!ipectivoly.
Tlic correspondiiig problem for "quare uf w h i k iioisc" evolutious (related t o the sI(2; R) Lie adge- 
( B -, B + ] = M , [M,B+]=Zl?+, [ M , B -] = -2 B -
with involution
Fixing an orthonormd hasis {en, n = 0,1,2,. The following proposition was proved in [4] and is a standard result in the Hudson-Parthisarathy theory.
and "ftctorial powers" are defined by
we obtain a representation of sL(2;R): hence of U ( s l ( 2 ; R ) ) , on la(W). We define the basic stochastic differentials in the following:
Definition 
(t), d A i~( t ) , and dAo%o.a(t).

P r o p o s i t i o n 1 Let U ( t ) = where E ( t ) is as in Definition 2. Then { U ( t ) : t 2 0 ) is a unitary
process such that
12.4) 2 +izdAo(t) + i f d A $ ( t ) J .
The above two equations are of the form (1.1) with w = e"I, where 'Us is a system Hilhert space, K = /z(Nlj and T(K) denotes the Fock space over K. we can write
E ( t ) = ( X + k ) t + d L ( T ) + d~( T ) + r C . L ( i V ) (3.1)
where 
By the module form of the square of white noise It6 tahlr: 
Proof:
The proof follows directly from the for1ni11;ts for the matrix elements of the basic Hudson-1'art.hasarathy iioise processes, provided in [22] . . 
Proposition 5 Let .E(t) be (is in
Definition
